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A word from the president
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« Kids change, improve », this sentence from Ana, the pedagogue from the 
daily center is a good summary for 2015. Indeed, those words emphasize the 
actions taken by the Valentina Romania team and the volunteers everyday. 
The 40 children that came to do their homework everyday and the multiple 
activities (learning of professional photography and organization of an 
exposition, musical discovery, jobs discovery by visiting Cora) is a way to 
open their mind to the world. This children grow up, learn the rules of life, 
succeed or failed but they feel supported no matter what. Moreover a 
mentoring program has been launched to accompany the teenagers, this 
project should grow significantly in 2016. The schooling support has helped 
60 children once again to give them the best chances to succeed for their 
entrance in primary school. In another domain, the MIA atelier of 
professional reinsertion for mothers has seen the team grow, more mothers 
have been formed by the opening of a formation during the afternoon. 
Concerning the improvement of the children’s conditions of life, 7 families  
have beneficiated from real bathroom in collaboration with Leroy Merlin, the 
company of works Vio Prodcom Impex, and a budget raised by a hundred of 
private donors. This installations have transformed the children’s life and 
their families. 
Finally I thank the France Embassy, the IFB, the association Résonnance 
whom have organized events to help us raise funds all year long. To finish, I 
am passing the presidency to someone else, Alice Weck, to whom I give all 
my wish of success as well as to the entire Valentina team. 
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An hear godmother: 
Meedea Marinescu
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Who is she?

Meedea Marinescu is a Romanian actor that was born in Bucharest in 1974.

She has played in many movies and theatre plays in Romania and in England. 

She has also received in 2004 « The Romanian Star » for cultural merit.

She has been in the movie « Je vous trouve très beau » in 2006 with Michel Blanc

The cause supported by Valentina Romania is 
particularly dear to my hear. Ferentari families are 
extremely diminished and it is urgent to help them 
daily. My engagement to support Valentina Romania is 
a hand, a giving hand against indifference. In quality of 
being a godmother I am proud to propose or to 
participate to events in order to raise funds that will 
profit this 100 children to whom life have not been 
easy.
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• Despite a slow down, the country is showing an economic growth 
rate of 2.8% in 2015, and the budget performance are getting better. 
The absorption rate of European funds (53.6% in 2014) is still the lowest 
in the EU and judged insufficient even though it has improved.

                 •The election of Klaus Iohannis in Romania, the 21st of 
      December 2014 has turned the page of 10 years of governance
    by Traian Basescu. M. Iohannis has first collaborated with the 

prime 
  Minister Victor Ponta, who, following an accident in a discotheque, 
multiple strikes and judiciaries problems, had presented the 4th of 
November 2015 his demission. The president Iohannis has then charged an 
independent person, the old European commissary Dacian Ciolos, to form a 
government of experts transcended the partisan division. He’s proposing a 
reformatted program axes on many priorities : fight against corruption, 
State reform, electoral system, economical stability, education, health and 
as always a wish to turn to Occident (Western Europe and USA)

• The entrance in the Schengen area is still a priority and 
Romania has fixed an objective to adopt the unique money 
in 2019.

Quelques chiffres clés
Population : 19,9 millions d’habitants, 

7e place en Europe.
Entre 2 et 3 millions de Roumains

 vivent à l’étranger.
Taux de croissance : 2,8 %.

Salaire moyen : environ 500 € bruts/mois ; 
pays le plus pauvre de l’UE devant la Bulgarie.

Membre de l’Otan (2004) et 
de l’Union européenne (2007).

2015 in short
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Concerning the association
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- School from the youngest age to escape poverty.
- Parents responsible of their kids’ education
- The family balance goes also through the improvement of 
their daily life. 
- Giving a place of life, of sharing and of comfort : The Casa 
Valentina
-The children education, the formation of the parents :        

    giving hope

Our convictions

- Preschool and schooling support, hygiene and 
psychological help for children from poor families from 
5 to 16 years old.

- Maintenance and animation of the Casa Valentina, 
opened to the children from 9 to 5 from Monday to 
Friday, offering homework help, psychological support, 
activities and the chance to have a real meal per day

- Direct help to the families : rehabilitation of housings, 
hygiene, moral support and professional formation in 
particular in the sewing atelier Mia.

Our action in short

Give to the children of poor families school support 
in order to break the circle of misery, to improve 

their access to education and to school for a better 
future.

Our goal

The association Valentina Romania, was created in 2002 
with the initiative of French volunteer is implanted in one 
of the poorest neighborhood of Bucharest : Ferentari. 
In 2006, Valentina Romania is increasing its help of 
proximity by opening the Casa Valentina, place where the 
children from poor families are helped for their 
homework, they are welcomed.

Who are we?
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The environment : Ferentari neighborhood
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• This neighborhood of 100 000 people is covering a big part of the sector 5 of Bucharest, in the South West of the 
city. Touched by the deterioration post 1989, its degradation has strongly increased since 2000.  

•The neighborhood is isolated from the public transport of the capital. The roads are not well kept and the 
collective infrastructure (hospital, pool…) have been close down.

•Today, the neighborhood is composed of small houses with a very modest population and very deteriorated block 
zones, places of extreme poverty, making real « ghettos ». A lot of families without resources came to live there 
illegally and the buildings are deprived of water and electricity.

• Projects of squat regularization and of housing normalization are done mostly by ONG, public administration are 
not interested in those neighborhood, and this despite of ambitious urbanism projects of other sectors in the capital
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Valentina’s actors
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President : Anne-France Bonte
Vice-president : Xavier de Carmantrand Vice-president : Bernard Michat 

Executive director : Adina Ihora
Communication

Group
8 volunteers

Fund raising
Group

5 volunteers

Valentina France
Xavier de Carmantrand

Sophie Bray

Valentina Friends
200 people

Volunteers:
50 Romanians

25 International

Accountant: 
Cornelia Tone
Pedagog: 
Ana Lepadatu
Social Worker : 
Daniela Climescu
Jeni Popa
Psychologue :
Mariana Matei

Manager and comunication:
Alice Weck /  3 volunteers

Formator : 
Zmaranda Petcu

Commercial agent :
Lidia Dinca

Sewing people :
Raluca Raducan, Cristina Ion, Dorina
Niculae, Elena Zinca, Cristina Paun
Vasilica Neamtu, Simona Barascu, 
Ioana Stefan, Camelia Dumitrascu, 
Daniela Petcu, Nicoleta Pantea

Valentina Team Mia sewing atelier 

Bucabooks
3 volunteers

Bucakids
2 volunteers
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Volunteers’ word 
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Cécilia Fauron’s testimony
This year again I wanted to act for the association Valentina.
I reached the limit of my « creative donation » and by fear of doing 
the same activities with the children I chose in 2015 to accompany 
the social workers during their visits in the families, which I was 
already doing but less regularly. 
This is how every Wednesday, taking Jeni or Daniela, I have 
furrowed the streets of the Ferentari neighborhood, going from 
one family to another, from one alone woman to another, from 
block to block, some small houses too…. And despite the 
insecurity, the poverty, we have always received a good welcome. 
The goal of this visits ?
-Doing social investigation to chose the children that might be able 
to entre into the « preschool » program (visit of the housing, 
questionnaire about the evolution of the family situation and the 
financial conditions…). 
-Following families from whom the children are already in the 
program (preschool or daily center) in order to make sure that the 
contract is respected : school attendance, living conditions, 
hygiene
So yes, sometimes it is hard to see the reality, the bad conditions 
but those visits are really important : they allow the social workers 
to create a relationship based on trust with the families, so that 
they can work together for the children’s education. 
They need to save time so do not hesitate to offer yours. 

Mihaela Bogdan’s testimony
My name is Mihaela Bodgan and once I got to a 
respectable age and that the problems of my life 
(professional and personal) were solved, I thought it 
would be better to invest the skills and the patience 
I have into the lives of the children and this is how I 
discovered Valentina. At the very first meeting at 
was greeted with much love, the team was very nice 
and worked with a lot of pleasure with the kids.
I remember the first time I met the children as a 
volunteer; they were looking at me with big eyes… 
No one of us could imagine the friendship that was 
going to grow. With them, time goes very fast 
whatever we do: when we do homework or eat, but 
also when we tell stories or speak about friendship.
The work of understanding and educating a child is 
not hard, the important thing is to love them and to 
have a right behavior that is adapted to any ages so 
that you can manage to adapt to anything and we 
know that in life you give and you receive.
To conclude, I would like to say I am very happy that 
my instinct made me chose to work with those 
people which in spite of their efforts I do think that 
they have satisfaction. In a world so chaotic it is 
difficult to find a warm soul but we can only hope it 
will not disappear

They get 
involve
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Volunteers’ word
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Horia Dumitra’s testimony
I’m Horia Dumitra, I am 30 years old and I 
have been a volunteer at the Valentina 
association for more than 2 years. I joined 
the association quite spontaneously because 
I wanted to do well. This experience has 
helped to get closer to my childhood, the 
light from the children’s eyes healed the 
deep depression in which I was, to 
rediscover the same light in me and renewed 
my trust in the human soul. The chance of 
helping and offering, in order to bring a 
contribution no matter how modest in the 
lives of the little ones, gave me fulfillment 
and put peace on my anxieties. That were 
also some discouragements and frustrations 
but this were only when I thought that my 
efforts were inefficient in bringing a positive 
change in the education of the children. The 
talents of the children, their optimism and 
their laughter but also the encounters with 
the members of the association and the 
other volunteers, which are kind people, 
made my interior self reach in compassion, 
understanding and patience.

Marianna Kada’s testimony
During an open doors of the association « Valentina Romana », I immediately wanted 
to meet the « casa » children et to bring them some dream ! 
•During two years, I put my time into an activity of Egyptian dance once per month. 
Six or seven young girls came to the different encounters. Some of them discovered 
new talents but the real satisfaction was to see them improve and to have good playful 
moment of corporal relaxation! The Fridays the « Casa » walls vibrated. 
This work allowed us to make two representations of our choreographies and to go 
twice to the Opera to see Ballets. Lots of emotions and sharing, unforgettable 
moments ! When you dance together, cultures, religions, words and sores, the only 
things left are the movements and the sharing. 
•Formation specialized educator, I have also proposed my help to the social workers 
during their visits to the families whom the children are followed at the « Casa 
Valentina ». 
This allowed to evaluation the living conditions of the children and needs that are 
quite important in the families. This allow also to see the reality of the daily life of the 
children and to better adapt their individual pedagogical  and educative counselling.
Thank you to the children for their welcomes and to the dancers with whom I have 
shared real quality times. Congratulation to the professional team that is always 
devoted to the children and to the families and even by supporting the volunteers with 
their projects.
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The beneficiaries
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We support 100 children and 83 families

40 children are welcomed daily at the day 
centre, Casa Valentina, for shcool and 
extracurricular help

60 children are supported in preschool 
(canteen, school supply, psychological 
counselling)

7 families were helped specifically for the complete rehabilitation of their bathrooms, 
12 families were helped for punctual renovation, et 17 families received furniture, 
electric housing appliances and computers.  
33 emergency help

7 people are in current professional formation at 
the sewing atelier Mia

5 people followed professional formation

All the families within the program have receives donations : food, sheets, clothes, 
shoes, dis, detergent, hygiene products, etc. 
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Almost 40 
sponsors and 

partners support 
our actions

Sponsors and partners

Annual report 2015
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Sponsors and partners’ word
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    Gregory Poetschke’s testimony,
    AS24 Romania Director, 
    Group Total subsidiary

AS24 decided this year to support again the Association 
Valentina as part of the social commitment of the Total 
Group toward education. 
Our contribution is possible thanks to the disposition 
that allow us to redirect 20% of our taxes on revenues 
toward charity association. We have chosen Valentina 
because we strongly believe that the future of the 
children depends on their schooling and more largely 
by the formation. I have the chance to work with a 
Romanian team vey well formed and I would like for 
the children of Valenina to have the same hope of 
success. The dynamism of the Valentina Team keeps 
convincing me that their actions in school help are 
concretes and allied to the family spirit of the Casa 
Valentina, the children have everything in their hands 
to succeed. This year, of Financial Director, Dana 
Lelutiu, decided to get involve by becoming a member 
of the administration council : I am very proud of this 
engagement that guaranties a beautiful continuity 

    UP Roumania testimony
Elena Pap 
Up Romania chose to get involve and to support the action of the Association 
Valentina because the work of this organization is extremely valuable for the 
reintegration of the disadvantages groups in Romania – the mothers with 
backgrounds affected by poverty and violence. We believe that by supporting 
women who are given an opportunity to learn a job and to support their families, 
the children are actually given a chance to enjoy an economic balance and have 
an adequate level of education.

Thomas Delpeche
The Up Group Foundation and its subsidiary in Romania have actively supported 
the Association Valentina for more than 2 years in order to support their action 
in combating poverty and preventing school dropping by the children. Trough 
implemented actions, women have access to professional formation in tailoring 
and they are supported in finding a job to enjoy respect, trust and financial 
independence. At the same time, children benefit from help for their homework 
and for the preparation of their exams at the daily center so that they are able to 
build their future and fulfill their dream with confidence and hope of a better 
future. We give priority and importance to the power of actions, which are an 
essential element of the work carried out by the Association Valentina, whom I 
congratulate and for the efficiency of the actions undertaken since 2002. 

They support 
us !
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The differente programs
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Preschool

Schooling and 
extracurricular support

Improvement of living 
conditions

Profesionnal formation
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Preschool
• The preschool educator (3-6 years) is going mostly into public school 
(Gradinita). Valentina is taking care of the cost of the meal (canteen) and of 
school supplies, which is an obstacle to the schooling of the district children. 

• Valentina is also keeping track of the attendance  and the behavior of the 
children to the school thanks to the intervention of a social worker that helps 
them acquire, from their youngest age, good life habits in collectivity and good 
work habits.

• The helped families receive once per quarter the visit of the social worker, 
always in binomial for security reasons. After every visit a written report is made, 
it will help determine if the family correspond to the welcoming criteria for the 
children to the daily center. 

Preschool program
Jeni Popa, is a social worker and has been in charge of the program since 6 
years, she made sure of the inscription of the 60 children to the preschool and 
the counseling of the families of the school year 2015-2016
June 2015 results : 59 children went to the class superior, 1 dropping. 98,3 % of success
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The schooling of the 7-18 years old: 
a daily priority.

At the Casa, the daily center of Valentina 
Romania

- Schoolchild, secondary and highschool 
students benefit every day, after school, from 
homework help by 50 formed volunteers 

- 40 hot meals are served daily

Schooling and 
extracuricular support

The children in Romania go school 
only during an half day (either the 
morning, either the afternoon), being 
at the charge of the parents with a 
lot of homework to do, a meal to 
take during the half day when they 
do not go to school. The action of 
Valentina is therefore really 
important. 

To know

Are integrated firstly children from families whom the living 
condition do not allow working at home but that are pre 
occupied by school success. 

Motivated families
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Schooling support 2015 results - preschool
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School 
year

Number of children 
within the program 
at the beginning of 

the school year

Number of new 
beneficiaries of 
the program at 

the beginning of 
the school year

Number of 
children that 

left the 
program 

during the 
school year

Number of 
children that 
entered the 

program during 
the school year

Number of 
children 

within the 
program at 

the end of the 
school year

The reasons of the leaving 
of the children

2014-
2015 60 33 6 6 60

1 Left abroad

1
Improvement of the 
economic situation

4 School dropping

2015-
2016 60 21 3 3 60 3 School dropping
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2015 school support results – Daily centre
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School 
year

Number of 
children at 

the 
beginning 

of the 
school year

Number of new 
beneficiaries 

within the 
program at the 

beginning 
school year

Number of 
children that 

left the 
program 

during the 
school year

Number of 
children 

that 
entered the 

program 
during the 
school year

Number of 
children that 

stopped 
school 

during the 
school year

Number of 
children within 
the program at 
the end of the 

school year
Reasons for leaving during 

the year Level of education 
2014-2015 40 9 9 9 2* 40

1* School dropping

18 Low : big schooling 
difficulties

1*
Signed in “the second 
chance” program

19 Medium

2 Did not sign up again
3 Good level

2 Behavioral problem

2 Left abroad    

             

1
No respect of the criteria 

of the contract

   

            1 Finished High school    
2015-2016 40 5

/  
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Schooling and 
extracurricular support

Annual summer camp

Recreational activities

At the Casa, once the homework are done, the children and the 
teenagers can beneficiate from educative and playful animations 
and that are done by the volunteers (boarding games, making of 
different objects, snacks)

This year, the summer camp was in Bucovina : 35 children had the chance to discover the region by 
visiting the monasteries of Humor, Voronet and Putna, the mausoleum of Maraseti, the fortress of 
Suceava, the Bucovina Village Museum, the planetarium but they also beneficiated from a time of 
relaxing with hiking in the Nature, with picnic, camp fire etc…. Real happiness
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Provision of bathrooms for 
the 40 children that come 
to the Casa Valentina and 

of washing mashing/dryers 
for the families

For every child, 
psychological counselling is 
made by our psychologist 

Schooling and 
extracurricular support Hygiene education and psychological help

Prevention and 
sensitisation
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Improvement of living 
conditions
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To grow up and to work better at school, the children need better 
living conditions. It is not rare to visit housings with humidity, with 

faulty plumbing, with unhealthy lavatories, where electricity is 
dangerous and where the furniture are deteroriated or missing. 
Valentina Romania helps the families to renovate their housings 

and to furnish themselves. Once the needs are identified, the 
volunteers and the social workers bring the necessary materials 
(100 € in average) for the renovation or second hand furniture. 

However, it is the families that need be implicated in the works, it 
is the co-responsability principle which is very important for   

Valentina !

        Ulule Project
       (crowfunding)
7 bathroom renovations 
projects have been 
financed by a fundraising 
on the crowfunding 
website Ulule

Help to the families by renovating their 
housings and by giving furniture

Before After
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Mia it’s : 
-7 women engaged in a four level of progression 
formation for 18 to 24 months with a paid part 
time determined period contract
-4 women charged of the supervision, the 
formation and the commercial (Undetermined 
period contract) 
-4 to 5 French speaking volunteer responsible of 
the support of the atelier (development, quality 
control, sales, communication) 

Sewing formation

Annual report 2015 Valentina  Romania

Professional formation

6 years of existence for 
MIA – Mama In Actiune – 

the atelier for a sewing 
formation by Valentina 

Romania
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Other formations
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Professional formation

Valentina Romania has an 
objective to reinsert the parents 

by convincing them to take 
classes or to follow a 

professional formation
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Activities report 2015

Actions

2015 events

Financial report 2015
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From January to March 2015
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Actions
March

25/03 : Raiffeisen gives new desks to 
the daily center 

01/03 : Martisoares making by the 
Casa’s children. The sales benefits went 
to Valentina

January
February

April

03/04 : Mia sale to the employees of Ericsson Romania
05/04 : Visit by the children to the Centru de Teatru Educational 
Repika
06/04 : Mia market in the company UP Romania
17/04 : Candles making atelier at the association Ateliere Protejate
21/04 : Beginning of the crowfunding operation on the Ulule platform 
in order to raise fund for the renovation of bathrooms.

13/02 : Launching of the 
association new website for 
its 13th birthday.
25/02 : Cake making at the 
Casa with the AFB jam 
atelier
28/02 : « Triplettes de 
Belleville » projection at the 
French Institute for the 
Valentina’s children. 

16/03 : Crepe atelier at the Casa for the 
daily center children
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From May to June 2015Actions

May
Juin

30/05 : The Casa children went to 
Sinaïa for a cultural excursion : visit 
of Enescu’s house, visit of the 
monastery and of the Pélès castle. 

28/05 : Oriental dance show by the 
girl that follow the formation given by 
Marianne Kada

12/06 : Realization of a big 
sculpture by the children with 
the help of Mme Reka, 
professor at the National 
University of Arts of Bucharest 
and the society Plexirom

01/06 : The children are 
invited to celebrate the 
national children’s day and 
receive gift form Raiffeisen 
Leasing. 

Annual report 2015 Valentina  Romania
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From July to August 2015
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Actions

Daily welcome of the children of the program at
the daily center for leisure activities and afternoon
in the parks. 

13/07 : Furniture transport thanks to the 
CRS Group Van
18/07 : Summer camp for all the children 
of Valentina in Bucovina : visit of the 
Humor, Voronet and Putna monasteries, 
of the Marasesti Mausoleum, Suceava 
fortress, the Bucovina Village Museum, 
the planetarium without forgetting the 
relaxing activities. 
23/07 : Mia summer market at 
Groupama’s
27/07 : Distribution of 100 breads made 
“à l’ancienne” by the bakery MamaPan
29th of July and August : 8 pedagogical 
Lego Bricks building atelier offered to the 
children

July

August
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From September to November 2015
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Actions

Back to school preparation at the daily 
center (reparations, chair covers…).
23/09 : Creation of Bucar’help by 5 IESEG 
Lille students in order to collect school 
supply and warm clothes for the children 
Valentina. 
25/09 : Re opening of Bucakids, sale of 
second hand clothing with the benefits 
going to Valentina
30/09 : Re opening of Bucabooks, solidary 
library that gives its benefits to Valentina. 

13-29/10 : Opening doors at 
Valentina’s to recruit volunteers.
20/10 : Renovation of the classroom 
and the dining room by EMI
31/10 : Casa Valentina celebrate 
Halloween

09/11 : Piano recital at the French Institute in 
collaboration with the association 
Résonnance of Lavinia Dragos, the benefits 
were given to Valentina and 20 children were 
invited.
14/11 : Fashion show organized by Cora with 
the children from Valentina
19/11 : Varnishing of the exposition at the 
IFB of the 20 photos done by 10 teenagers 
from Valentina with the support of the ANAV, 
the FONPC and the French Embassy.
27/11 : Exposition FOTOgrafia at the art 
gallery « Gallery » of the same photos during 
the festival of children’s rights
21/11 : Mia Market at Jolie Ville 

September

October

November
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December 2015
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Actions
09/12 : Christmas market at the CCIFR
18/12 : Valentina Romania is doing its Christmas market at 
Groupama’s Head office. Exposition and sale of Christmas 
decoration made by te children with the help of the team and the 
volunteers and by the children mothers that worked in the sewing 
atelier MIA.
Colinde sang by the children.
19/12 : Valentina Romania is celebrating Christimas at the school 
Principesa Margareta : circus show offered by Parada, theatre play 
and gifts (Groupama, Oracle, ECCO shoes) for the greatest happiness 
of 100 children supported by the association
22/12 : Distribution of the gifts given by the employees of Decathlon
23/12 : Wood flooring in the 2 study rooms given and installed by 
Distristoc
23/12 Christmas carols and gifts at Pentalog

23/12 : Christmas fair at Ericsson
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2015 Events 
Photos expositions at 
the French Institute 
(November)

Piano recital with 
Résonnance 
(November)
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Financial Report 2015
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Financial report 2015

TOTAL : 142 000€
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Financial report 2015
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Financial report 2015

Total : 33 500€
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Our needs
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Financial donations
Participate to the funding of 
the programs : 
-Preschool
-School and health support
-Rehabilitation of housings

Volunteering
-Homework help
-Animation at the daily center 
(dance class, art, music)
-Visits to the families by the 
social workers
-Renovation of housings

Material donations
-Food donations
-House equipment (beds, 
furniture's, linens, etc.)
-Children clothes
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Help us financially
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You are...

A particular
• Become a sponsor of the association with a regular donation : 450 
lei/year (=100 €/an) or 45 lei/month (=10 €/month).

• Make a donation to the association in order to support our 
actions : participate to the education and the school fees (cantina, 
meal at the daily center; school supplies), financed material of 
housing rehabilitation

If you work in Romania, you can redirect 2% of your revenues taxes 
to our association

 A company
• Become a sponsor of Valentina România !
If your head office is in Romania, you can give, without any charges, 
20 % of your taxes on benefits to the association of your choice. 

•Support us with financial donations, sponsoring actions or material 
donations 

In 2015, more than 40 companies, foundations and associations, 
Romanian or foreigners, installed in Romania 

or abroad, trusted us.
Be part of them ! 

You can do your donation by bank transaction 
to :

ASOCIATIA VALENTINA ROMANIA

ProCredit Bank Militari
Ron   RO76MIRO0000118728570001
Euro  RO27MIRO0000118728570204
Code Swift  MIROROBUXXX

If you want to do a donation in France et have 
a fiscal receipt, you can send a cheque to the 
French association, to : Association Valentina
For Xavier de CARMANTRAND 
19 rue du Maréchal de Lattre de Tassigny
78150 Le Chesnay – France

For further information, contact Adina IHORA : 
adina.ihora@valentina-romania.ro
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Valentina Romania is giving a big thanks to all is donators
All of our gratitude goes to the organization with who we 
collaborate and to the sponsors for their support without 
limit.
We salute the professionalism of all the actors engaged in 
the association, the employees, the Romanian and 
international volunteers, outside speakers, whom by their 
momentum and their engagement, contribute to the 
materialization of the projects and to the success in the 
different objectives of Valentina Romania and Valentina 
France.
A special thanks to our heart godmother, Meedea 
Marinescu, for her generosity, her availability and her 
implication. 
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